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Abstract We have conducted detailed 2-dimensional

hydrodynamics calculations to assess the quality of simu-

lations commonly used to design and analyze simple shock

compression experiments. Such simple shock experiments

also contain data where dynamic properties of materials are

integrated together. We wished to assess how well the

chosen computer hydrodynamic code could do at capturing

both the simple parts of the experiments and the integral

parts. We began with very simple shock experiments, in

which we examined the effects of the equation of state and

the compressional and tensile strength models. We

increased complexity to include spallation in copper and

iron and a solid–solid phase transformation in iron to assess

the quality of the damage and phase transformation simu-

lations. For experiments with a window, the response of

both the sample and the window are integrated together,

providing a good test of the material models. While CTH

physics models are not perfect and do not reproduce all

experimental details well, we find the models are useful;

the simulations are adequate for understanding much of the

dynamic process and for planning experiments. However,

higher complexity in the simulations, such as adding in

spall, led to greater differences between simulation and

experiment. This comparison of simulation to experiment

may help guide future development of hydrodynamics

codes so that they better capture the underlying physics.

Keywords Hydrocode � Shock � Copper � Iron � CTH

Introduction

As computer power and speed have increased over the

recent decades, hydrodynamic simulations of shock mea-

surements have improved and have become more useful in

comprehending experimental data and predicting the

results of complex (integral) experiments. When detailed

comparisons are made between the simulation of a com-

plex experiment and the actual data, it is normal for there to

be some differences, either minor or significant. Potential

causes for difference include the numerical solution

method used (Eulerian, Lagrangian, etc.), zone size chosen,

artificial viscosity parameter, and so forth [1, 2].

There can also be issues with the physics models used in

simulations, including possible pure phase uncertainties,

incorrect phase boundary information, equilibrium/non-

equilibrium effects, and so on. Typically strength models

are constrained with low-strain-rate data and then applied

to high-rate events, to which they may not actually apply.

There may also be errors in the dynamic tensile (spall)

description. The complex physics and metallurgical effects

depend upon many parameters, only some of which are

known. That makes spall difficult to model, and generally

the models are overly simplistic. These issues have been

described in detail elsewhere [3, 4].

In our experimental work to develop diagnostics for

temperature, emissivity, phase change, and shock-induced

damage experiments [5], we have made extensive use of

the CTH hydrodynamic computer code from Sandia
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National Laboratories (SNL). CTH is a multi-dimensional

Eulerian–Lagrangian hydrocode that has a large variety of

material models and a useful, although limited, phase

transformation capability [6].

We routinely use hydrodynamic simulations to guide

experimental research where it can be difficult to do so

using analytical methods. In this way we can design and

plan both simple and more complex experiments before

actually making measurements. Some experiments can be

complicated to model and understand. We have found that

the CTH code simulates some aspects of our experiments

quite well, but for complicated problems, such as phase

transformations or spall, the calculations do not always

agree well with data. We have carefully examined the

capability of CTH to model simpler, planar shock experi-

ments to determine the code’s limitations and see whether

there are ways it (or its input parameters) can be improved.

We proceeded to model velocimetry data from several

planar gun shots on copper and iron using original

velocimetry data from Los Alamos National Laboratory

(LANL). Although these experiments were done to obtain

very fundamental data, their data also contain more com-

plex information. Some of this data has not been published

previously, so we provide information here on experi-

mental configuration, materials used, geometry, and

dimensions.

CTH is readily available from SNL to US users; support

provided to users is excellent. CTH is adaptable to

numerous geometries and material properties, runs on

several platforms, and is not difficult to learn to use. As a

result, it is widely used in the shock physics community.

Although this study is specific to CTH, it is our hope that

by illustrating some of the complications of simulation-

code operation, our work will be instructive to users of

other hydrocodes as well.

By working with relatively simple experiments, we

reduce the number of effects being integrated so that we are

able to isolate problems more easily. For example, even

though there are edge effects that must be considered,

planar experiments present a simplified geometry and a

condition of uniaxial strain. Likewise, single-material

experiments eliminate problems that arise when convolv-

ing multiple material responses. Eventually we added the

complexity of spall damage and an iron phase transfor-

mation to our study.

Velocimetry Data

In choosing data to simulate, we began with gun shots on

copper because it has no phase changes in the regime of

interest and is generally thought to be a metal with simple

dynamic response. Copper is commonly used as a standard

in impedance-match equation-of-state (EOS) experiments,

and therefore it has been studied extensively both experi-

mentally and theoretically. We expected that its models for

yield strength, plasticity, spall, etc., are relatively well

developed and so would provide us a good test of CTH’s

basic capabilities. Later we modeled iron, which has a

phase transformation from a to e around 13 GPa (a stress

that can be easily reached with many guns) and a reversion

around 10 GPa.

Table 1 includes shot parameters, all of which were

fielded at LANL and some of which were published pre-

viously by LANL researchers. All of the velocimetry data

were collected with VISAR systems (velocity interferom-

eter system for any reflector) [7].

Experiments CuSPALL, Cu16, and 56-97-14 have not

been previously described in detail, and so we give relevant

information here. The copper material used in CuSPALL

and Cu16 was OFHC (oxygen-free, high conductivity,

c10100 specification) with 99.99 % purity. This metal has

about 0.0005 % oxygen and a density of 8.93 g/cm3.

Samples were annealed at 600 �C for 1 h, resulting in an

average grain size of 40–80 lm. For experiment 56-97-14

the metal used was HY100 steel with a nominal initial

density of 7.87 g/cm3. This steel is approximately 96 %

pure and is relatively well characterized for its mechanical

properties. In addition, the data clearly show the presence

of the a–b phase transition. The high-purity iron metal used

in experiments 031999b and 990311 has been well docu-

mented previously [8]. Chemical analysis and average

grain size are given in that reference, and its measured

density was 7.85 g/cm3.

Modeling Results

Copper Spall

Data for experiment CuSPALL are shown in Fig. 1. The

measured peak stress in the initial shock for the CuSPALL

experiment is 5.73 GPa. The approximate spall strength for

this experiment, ignoring corrections, is

rspall � 1=2q0
CbDufs ð1Þ

For this experiment, this approximation yields a spall

strength of about 1.37 GPa. Here q0 is the copper density,

Cb is its Eulerian bulk sound speed (3.93 km/s), and Dufs is

the free surface velocity decrease between the peak

immediately after shock release and the spall minimum.

As is true for all shock experiments, we must get the

EOS right to have any hope of understanding the more

complex phenomena. In simulating this experiment, we

used a simple Mie-Gruneisen EOS combined with the

Johnson–Cook (J–C) viscoplastic model for the strength
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[9]. How well CTH calculates the EOS is shown in the

peak free surface velocity in the flat top of this wave profile

(Fig. 1) between 1.0 and 1.5 ls. In this case there is

excellent agreement between experiment and simulation,

indicating that CTH accurately calculates both the initial

compression and the complete release that occurs at the

free surface when the initial shock reflects there. The

precursor wave at around 0.8 ls is the small elastic wave

that precedes the main (bulk) shock wave. The CTH sim-

ulation also models this well, and excellent agreement is

observed. The parameters for the J–C viscoplastic model

are apparently well chosen to represent the elastic shock

response of copper.

Most of the issues in modeling this experiment have to

do with the spall response. We employed three spall

models. In CTH notation, PFRAC is the nominal threshold

spall model, in which spall occurs as soon as the tension

reaches the value defined by the PFRAC parameter. This

model is sometimes called Pmin because it specifies a

minimum value of pressure (tension) beyond which the

code assumes spall occurs. The PMFRAC model spreads

the damage over several time steps to reduce extraneous

ringing in the velocity. For a ductile material like copper,

PMFRAC is intended to account for the strain that can

accumulate before void coalescence and separation of the

material at the spall surface. A third spall model, the J–C

damage model (not the same as the J–C viscoplastic model)

is called JFRAC. Damage is calculated by integrating the

strain rate. For copper the three models give comparable

results for the free surface velocity up to the spall mini-

mum, although the spall strength values required by CTH

to reproduce the data are larger than the 1.2–1.4 GPa that is

typically measured for supported (flat-topped) shocks of

comparable strength [10–12]. PFRAC and JFRAC need

spall strength parameters of about 1.9 GPa, and PMFRAC

requires 3.35 GPa for this problem. We chose not to try to

use the TulerButcher fracture model to simulate the copper

data.

Note that the deviation of all of the calculational results

from the data immediately following the first release

(t *1.6 ls) is due to the simulation calculating a more

distinct elastic/plastic release than occurs in the data. The

‘smeared-out’ elastic/plastic release observed in the data is

commonly referred to as quasi-elastic release. This effect

has been looked at previously [13], and it is clear that CTH

does not capture this release response.

The deviation of calculated results from the data at time

[1.7–1.8 ls is caused by reflections from the free surface

of the elastic wave trapped in the spall scab; i.e. ringing in

the spall scab. In the experiment these reflections damp out

quickly, but the simulation retains its memory. In this

Fig. 1 Copper symmetric shock and spall at the free surface. The

curves are a comparison between the free surface velocity measure-

ment and CTH calculations for experiment CuSPALL

Table 1 Experiment parameters

Sim.# Name

(date)

Peak stress

(GPa)

Experiment Impactor type and thickness (mm) Target

type and thickness (mm)

Window Impactor

velocity

(m/s)

1 CuSPALL

(8/26/93)

5.7 Copper spall Copper

1.78

Copper

4.00

None 308

2 Cu16

(8/28/96)

11.5 Copper release Sapphire 2.811 Copper

5.083

Sapphire 508

3 56-97-14 16.0 Iron

release

Sapphire

3.192

Iron

1.081

Sapphire 762

4 031999b

(3/19/99)

10.2 Iron spall [8]

(a phase)

Iron

2.06

Iron

4.06

None 590

5 990311

(3/11/99)

16.5 Iron spall [8]

(e phase)

Sapphire

3.19

Iron

2.20

None 810

Experimental data for simulations 4 and 5 are from [8]
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ringing in the spall scab, the three models differ slightly,

and all of them calculate a velocity recovery from the spall

minimum that is faster than measured. We have observed a

zone size effect in this region, especially for PFRAC and

JFRAC. As we decrease the zone sizes, the simulations for

these two models approach that for PMFRAC. The best

results used a small axial zone size, 10 lm, to capture the

shock rise, the spall feature, and the ringing. Making the

zones even smaller, \5 lm, however, seems to cause

another problem; the spall minimum becomes too shallow,

requiring an even larger spall strength parameter. We point

this out for completeness, even though we do not attempt to

discuss numerical convergence issues. This is only inten-

ded to note that zone sizes will affect some details in the

calculated results and should be considered.

Copper Release (Cu16)

Figure 2 shows results for experiment Cu16, in which a

sapphire flyer impacts a copper target, and the copper

shock wave moves into a z-cut sapphire window. A flat-top

shock begins to release gradually at 1.9 ls when the rar-

efaction fan from the back of the impactor begins to

overtake the shock. In the simulation, CTH must convolve

the EOS of Cu together with that of sapphire to obtain the

proper interface particle velocity, ui. It does this well, and

we see only a small disagreement in the elastic wave and

the peak particle velocity state. Note, however, that the

sapphire EOS parameters provided in CTH are not meant

for single-crystal, z-cut sapphire, and those parameters give

wrong velocities in this problem. We used instead the

EOS parameters of Barker and Hollenbach [14], Us =

11.19 ? 1.0 up, where Us is the shock speed and up the

particle speed. A Gruneisen gamma value of 1.5 was used

as well. CTH is able to calculate the interface state in

release very well. With the exception of the release-side

strength signature (1.9–1.95 ls), CTH follows the release

side of this wave profile down to relatively low particle

velocity, in good agreement with the experiment. The

disagreement in the release-side strength signature, both

here and in the spall experiment (‘‘Copper Spall’’ section),

is not surprising, as the J–C strength model apparently does

not include the physics of quasi-elasticity. Note that this

experiment is done below the elastic limit for z-sapphire,

so the flyer and window responses in this experiment are

purely elastic.

Iron Release (56-97-14)

Figure 3 shows the VISAR data and three CTH simulations

for an iron release experiment at sufficient stress to induce

the alpha–epsilon (a–e) solid–solid phase change on initial

compression. The sapphire window has a shock impedance

that is close to that of iron, so there is almost no reflection

at the interface. The geometry was designed with a thick

window and thin sample to produce a phase reversion

shock in the iron before the shock could leave the window

(and damage its free surface). For this experiment we

follow Barker [15] notation, where E is the elastic wave, P1

is the first plastic wave, P2 is the transformed plastic or

phase transition wave, ER is the arrival of the first elastic

relief wave, and EPR is the arrival of the partial release of

the elastic wave from the back of the impactor. The

interface velocity shows the shock beginning to release at

2.15 ls. When the reversion to a phase occurs, it causes a

release shock (2.3 ls) because the a-phase material has a

larger specific volume than e.

Fig. 2 Copper symmetric shock and release into sapphire. The curves

are a comparison between the free surface velocity measurement and

CTH calculations for experiment Cu16

Fig. 3 Results for a shock in iron that releases into a z-cut sapphire

window. Black VISAR data; red simulation using CTH with PTRAN

phase-transformation model; blue iron strength and e phase param-

eters changed as outlined in the text; green same e parameters with

transformation rate slowed in proportion to the fraction of untrans-

formed material remaining
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The phase change was simulated using the PTRAN EOS

option for iron in CTH (red curve, Fig. 3). We used CTH

library values for the Gruneisen EOS parameters for both

the a and the e phases. The initial calculation (red curve)

shows the elastic precursor (1.6 ls), the P1 plastic wave

(1.65–1.95 ls), the P2 wave (1.95–2.15 ls), the start of

release (2.15 ls), and the phase-reversion shock (2.3 ls).

The elastic precursor has about the right velocity, but its

strength, which can depend greatly on the impurities in the

sample, does not agree with the measurements when using

a strength model for pure iron. However, this experiment

was actually done on HY100 low-alloy steel, which has a

higher yield strength than pure iron. Part of this disagree-

ment may also be because low strain rate (Kolsky-bar

pressures or lower) data are used to construct the J–C

strength model, and it may not be capturing the real

dynamics at the much higher strain rates in this experiment.

In other words, we suspect that no shock compression data

were used to constrain this J–C model. For iron this is

probably a relatively minor issue, but for materials with a

higher elastic limit, it becomes more serious. To improve

the elastic precursor, we changed from the J–C strength

model for iron to that of steel by calling the values from the

CTH library, but we kept the PTRAN EOS model for iron.

Using the steel strength model brings the precursor

amplitudes into better agreement (green and blue curves).

The plastic shock measurements show a small velocity

decrease beginning at 1.7 ls, after the P1 wave breaks out

into the window and a very different and more gradual

approach to full stress from P1 (1.9 ls) than the initial

calculation (red curve). The initial calculation also shows a

much lower phase transition stress (red curve) than the

data. The simulation shows a phase transition stress that is

in agreement with the Bancroft [16] and Barker [15]

results, but the data imply a phase transition stress higher

than the original measurements. Barker noted that the

observed transition stress decreases with sample thickness

for samples up to a few millimeters thick, so the difference

is caused by the thin (1 mm) sample used. Therefore, we

increased the transition pressure to 13.8 GPa, the approx-

imate pressure for a 1 mm sample and 17.0 GPa driving

stress; see Fig. 10 of Ref. [9]. The calculation with

13.8 GPa transition pressure and the strength change to

steel are shown as the blue line. They are an improvement

and agree well with the experimental results of Barker [15].

Published results using the Sandia WONDY code to

simulate iron gun shots show that the phase transformation

slows as the transformation proceeds and leaves less a-

phase material available for the transformation [8]. To slow

the phase transformation in CTH we used the parameter

AX, the derivative of the phase transformation pressure

with respect to the e-phase fraction, which defaults to 0.

Empirically we found that a value of AX = 20 GPa is

roughly right for this experiment. Including that value

along with the increased phase change stress and higher

yield strength gives the green curve (Fig. 3).

The calculations show the release shock correctly and at

roughly the correct time, indicating that the phase change is

reversible and that CTH is simulating the shock and sound

speeds more or less accurately. However, the calculated

phase reversion happens at nearly the same pressure as the

a–e phase change, not at the lower pressure characteristic

of the experimental data. The PTRAN model does not have

the physics in it to be able to capture the hysteresis in the

phase change and its reversion.

Iron Free Surface Below the Phase Transition

Figure 4 shows velocimetry from a spall experiment

031999b (black) and three CTH calculations. The mea-

sured spall strength is *1.9 GPa. Two of the calculations

are for LANL’s SESAME EOS (green), also given in the

CTH data parameters, and the EOS from the Marsh [17]

compendium (red), both with PFRAC spall strengths of

1.9 GPa. The third (blue) uses the SESAME EOS and a

smaller spall strength, 1.5 GPa. The calculations all fail to

match the data, even in the flat-top region, 0.8–1.3 ls,

where the calculated velocity is several percent too low.

Again, as described in ‘‘Iron Release(56-97-14)’’ section

we used the steel viscoplastic model, and again it shows

roughly the right yield strength but not the elastic wave

decay pullback before the P1 wave (0.7 ls). The calcula-

tions with the SESAME EOS show the tensile process

beginning too early, and the Marsh EOS gives the wrong

spall signature, even using the smaller spall strength.

Fig. 4 Iron symmetric shock below the a–e phase transformation and

release into air. None of the simulations reproduce the pullback in the

elastic precursor (0.7 ls), the velocity of the flat-top shock

(0.8–1.3 ls), or the spall parameters
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Iron Spall from the e Phase

CTH calculations are compared to velocimetry for an iron

spall shot (990311) that occurs above the a–e phase change in

Fig. 5. Here we used the revised PTRAN parameters for

strength, pressure, and transition speed, as described in ‘‘Iron

Release (56-97-14)’’ section for iron release, and we tried the

same three fracture models as for copper (see the three colored

curves). Including the AX parameter to slow the calculated

phase transition again helps to get the P1–P2 transition right,

but it causes an erroneous delay in the beginning of the release

(see the small bump centered at 1 ls).

JFRAC is clearly not appropriate for iron, which is less

ductile than copper. PMFRAC also gives a spall strength that

is too small. PFRAC gives the best agreement with the

measured spall strength of about 2.6 GPa and also shows the

proper damping after fracture. PFRAC is remarkably good,

especially in light of the difficulty in calculating the spall

below the phase change. Note that the reflection that occurs

at the iron target free surface causes a release back to zero

stress. Similarly, the release wave coming back from the rear

surface on the impactor is a release to very low stress.

Because the phase transition in iron is known to be reversible

and to happen quickly through a rarefaction shock not pre-

sent here, the spall almost certainly is happening from the

alpha phase. If we compare the pullback amplitudes between

experiments above and below the transition, we see general

agreement. We see what may be the beginnings of a ‘PIR’

wave, as described in detail by Barker [15].

Discussion

Although many of the models in CTH are not perfect and

do not reproduce all of the experimental details well, the

code can produce simulations adequate for many of the

details in our flyer plate experiments. Agreement with

copper measurements is generally good where the EOS

plays a significant role, but is less so for the dynamic

damage process. Considerable work has been done to

understand spall behavior [18], but the spall process is very

complex and depends upon both details of the dynamic

loading process and material properties.

For the copper window experiment, we see very good

agreement when the best model parameters for z-sapphire

are used. The main difference observed between experi-

ment and simulation is due to the dislocation governed

yielding process and reversal when stress is removed. This

physics is not in the models used. CTH did a good job

capturing the EOS governed details, and it was able to

successfully integrate together the dynamic responses of

copper and sapphire.

For iron, as expected, agreement between data and

simulation is not as good. The presence of the a–e phase

change complicates overall dynamic response. A variation

of parameters was needed to capture details of the phase

transition, both for the stress amplitude and the rate of

transition. The variation of phase transition stress with

sample thickness is a complication that the PTRAN model

is not able to capture. But the PTRAN model does have a

parameter that allows variation of transition rate that

allowed us to bring the data and simulation into better

agreement. This kind of fundamental data allows that

parameter to be set. In addition, the Mie-Gruneisen EOS

for the a phase leads to noticeable difference between data

and simulation. We also note that the location in both stress

and time of the reverse transition varied as we varied model

parameters, with only fair agreement with data. But,

importantly, CTH did capture the rarefaction shock in the

reversion process. Finally, as for copper, details of the spall

process are not captured well.

Through this research, we have seen that zone size in the

simulations is important, and numerical convergence

studies should always be considered. We have also seen

that the EOS used in CTH, particularly Mie-Gruneisen, can

have uncertainties that lead to systematic differences

between simulation and reality (experiment). We observed

good agreement for copper but a few percent differences

for iron. Additionally, strength models can represent the

dynamic strength processes in dynamic events well, or they

can fall short. This depends on the complexity of the

fundamental material yielding process, the deformation

rate, and the fidelity of the strength model used. We tried

Fig. 5 Measurements and calculations for iron that spall in the e
phase. As described in the text, PFRAC (blue curve) gives the best

agreement with the measurements. All the calculations used 2.7 GPa

spall strength
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the Steinberg–Guinan strength model for copper with

results that are very similar to J–C. For the J–C models, the

authors themselves point out that they use no fundamental

shock compression data to constrain the model, so

extrapolating this model up in strain rate must be done with

some caution. Finally, spall is the most difficult property to

capture numerically. We have found that a simple Pmin

model captures the depth of the spall pullback, and con-

sequently the approximate spall strength for both copper

and iron, reasonably well. However, the value required for

Pmin is not always the same as the strength measured in

fundamental plate impact experiments.

Conclusion

In this work we have begun a process of obtaining a better

understanding of how well numerical hydrodynamic codes

do in simulating geometrically simple flyer plate experi-

ments. We chose experiments that were originally designed

to yield information that can be used in a forward sense to

constrain physics models for EOS, dynamic compressive

strength, and dynamic tensile strength. We then compared

these time-resolved data with simulations. These experi-

ments contain data that are both very fundamental (Hu-

goniot elastic limit, peak particle velocity, time of first

release, etc.) and more complex/integral (spall, phase

transition, etc.). Some of the experiments also contain data

that came from integrating the response of two materials,

the target and the window, to test how well a hydrody-

namic code can replicate this complexity.

Our results show that the CTH code, which is designed to

handle shock compression problems, does well overall. For

the parts of the wave profiles that contain fundamental

information, such as peak particle velocity and time of first

release, it does remarkably well. CTH also does very well at

integrating together the responses of copper and sapphire in

simulating the Cu16 experiment. For the more complex parts

of the wave profiles, such as the details of the spall process

and the phase transition in iron, comparisons are not as good.

Not surprisingly, we also found that some numerical

parameters, such as zone size, can be important as well.

From this work we improved our understanding of the

strengths and weaknesses of this important code, and we are

reporting them to share this information. Overall we believe

there is a need for improved physics models, at least in the

areas where we found discrepancies, and probably also in

other areas, such as dynamic compressive strength.
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